
0-10V Smart Dimmer Kits
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Smart Life app

 SK-BT-AD                                                         300W                                                              120V                                          Triac

 SK-BT-AD                                                       1000W                                                       120V-277V                                   0-10V
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Smart dimmer kit
100PCS
12.8kg/28.31bs
14.3kg/31.Slbs
72.0cm*47.0cm*13.5cm
2.8inch 1 .8 inch 0.5inch

To connect the live input

To connect the neutral input

To connect the live line of the lighting

To connect the neutral line of the lighting

To connect the positive dimming line of the lighting

To connect the negative dimming line of the lighting

To connect the live input

To connect the neutral input

To connect the live line of the lighting

To connect the neutral line of the lighting
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Go to your settings and Open your 
phone to your Bluetooth.

Download and launch 
the Smart Life App 

NETWORK CONNECT AND APP SETUP

Connect to a 2.4GHz 
Wi-Fi Network. Download 

and install the Smart lift App
NOTE: Only works with 2.4GHz Wi-Fi networks

Privacy PolicyRegister

Tap Register to create a new account 

or Tap Log in if you have 

an existing account.

Tap Agree.

Returning users Log in and skip to step 10.
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APP SETUP

You may use an email or mobile 

number to create an account. 
Then tap Get verification Code.
(A verification code will be sent to 
your email or mobile number.)

Register

Create a Password then tap Done.

Done

Verification/Password

Enter Verification Code sent 
to your email or mobile number.

Permissions

Allow Notifications

(Highly Recommended).

Allow Bluetooth
(Recommended).
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Confirm Pairing

SMART DIMMER SETUP

Add Device Add Controls Device       

Make sure the bluetooth of 
your phone is on,

 tap lighting and then tap 
lighting（Bluetooth）device.

Tap + in the upper right corner
NOTE: If this is the first device you 

are setting up, you can also 
select Add Device.

IMPORTANT!

Install and Power On

your Smart Dimmer before proceeding.

Indicator light on Dimmer Switch

 must be blinking rapidly to connect. 

If not already blinking, 

press and hold the power button 

for five seconds, then tap Confirm.
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SMART DIMMER SETUP

Connect

The connecting status window will appear.

Wait until it’s completed.

Troubleshooting

If you see a 
Device not responding notification, 

check to be sure your Wi-Fi 
password was entered correctly.  

Close the app and repeat the 
previous steps to try connecting 

again or device-pairing FAQs 
for further assistance.
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The connecting status window will appear.

Wait until it’s completed.
Tap Add.



Device Added Edit Device Name Adding Additional Devices

SMART DIMMER SETUP

Once device is successfully added, 

tap the Pen icon to rename the device.

Then tap Done. 

Once device has been renamed,

Tap Save 

then tap Cancel. 

To add additional deivces

tap the plus (+) sign

in the upper corner.

Repeat steps 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. 
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NOTE:  Constant power to the 
dimmer(s) is required at all times.
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FEATURES

On / Off / Settings

Use the  dimming bar to 
set the brightness level.

from Bright(100)% to Dark(0%)

1 2 3
Settings / Dimming

Individual light On/off Dimmer is able to  by 
tapping the round button
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